
                 

                          MAKER FAIRE – 2018 

                                                                                9th to 11th November 

The Maker Faire of Hyderabad 2018, was a gathering of curious innovators. It was a platform for sharing 

ideas, like a magnificent “show and tell”. It is a maiden venture taken by the  “MAKER FAIRE”  choosing 

Hyderabad Hitex Exhibition Centre as its venue, giving opportunities to young innovators. The occasion was 

graced by CEOs of varied companies. 

  Innovators from different parts of the world presented their own innovations, art works and crafts. Some of 

the innovations of the students included, hair combing machine, an Algae Bio-Reactor and a foosball game 

board for the blind. Other exhibits also included primitive pottery, traditional Indian artwork with a modern 

twist, Palle srujana exhibits, 3-d printing, Drone exhibits, Gametronics etc. 

The two projects which was selected bt the MAKER FAIRE from our school DDMS P. Obul Reddy Public 

School received much appreciation and creative criticism from all the fronts. 

 Lunatrat, the waste destroying-wonder pot, created by Deveshi 

and Namita of XII-C. 

Lunatrat that destroys used sanitary napkins and diapers without 

causing any harm to the environment. It is a mud pot with a large 

convex lens fitted on the top and other smaller convex lens fitted 

on the sides. The lens 

converge sunlight and 

the waste disposed into 

the pot catches fire and 

starts burning. The 

smoke produced, mainly carbon-di-oxide, gets absorbed by the 

potassium hydroxide or caustic soda bestrewn on the lower inner 

surface of the pot. The ash produced can be used for various other 

purposes, for example, to make fire proof paints or fire proof 

bricks as ash does not burn again. Moreover, the pathogens get 

destroyed at such high temperatures.Lunatrat is very cost effective and can be installed any where,i.e,in rural 

areas, on the terrace, in the backyard etc., Hence, Lunatrat works for the purpose of destroying sanitary 

waste, thus managing waste production in an eco-friendly 

manner with the help of sunlight. 

Indrajãla, a safety solution for untended manholes, 

developed by Sreya Chillara of XI-C were successfully 

presented in the student`s innovation corner. The solution 

provides an alerting mechanism for preventing risks posed by 

open manholes that are a main cause of fatal accidents 

particularly during rains and flooding. It chiefly consists of a 

lighting component, much like todays speed breakers- and a 

net with similar lights, for alerting passersby of open 

manholes. Further development of this project aims to 

integrate it with an IOT component, so that anyone on the 



road can receive quick notifications on their smartphones, whenever they are in the vicinity of open 

manholes. 

This event gave our students much needed exposure related to presentation of their projects and gave them 

an opportunity to meet various prototyping organizations like first build (1B), T-works. 
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